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Abstract
All spoken languages encode syllables and constrain their internal structure. But whether these restrictions concern the
design of the language system, broadly, or speech, specifically, remains unknown. To address this question, here, we gauge
the structure of signed syllables in American Sign Language (ASL). Like spoken languages, signed syllables must exhibit a
single sonority/energy peak (i.e., movement). Four experiments examine whether this restriction is enforced by signers and
nonsigners. We first show that Deaf ASL signers selectively apply sonority restrictions to syllables (but not morphemes) in
novel ASL signs. We next examine whether this principle might further shape the representation of signed syllables by
nonsigners. Absent any experience with ASL, nonsigners used movement to define syllable-like units. Moreover, the
restriction on syllable structure constrained the capacity of nonsigners to learn from experience. Given brief practice that
implicitly paired syllables with sonority peaks (i.e., movement)—a natural phonological constraint attested in every human
language—nonsigners rapidly learned to selectively rely on movement to define syllables and they also learned to partly
ignore it in the identification of morpheme-like units. Remarkably, nonsigners failed to learn an unnatural rule that defines
syllables by handshape, suggesting they were unable to ignore movement in identifying syllables. These findings indicate
that signed and spoken syllables are subject to a shared phonological restriction that constrains phonological learning in a
new modality. These conclusions suggest the design of the phonological system is partly amodal.
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Our investigation specifically concerns the syllable and the
restrictions on its internal structure. Syllables are universal
primitives of phonological organization in all spoken languages.
They explain, for instance, the above-mentioned ban on sequences
like lbog and the admittance of the same lb-sequence in elbow.
Specifically, in elbow, the critical lb cluster spans different syllables,
whereas in lbog, it forms the onset of a single syllable. Syllable
structure, in turn, is subject to sonority restrictions.
Sonority is a scalar phonological property [7,8] that correlates
with the loudness of segments [9]: louder segments such as vowels
are more sonorous than quieter segments, such as stop consonants
(e.g., b, p). All syllables must exhibit a single peak of sonority,
preferably, a vowel. Words like can exhibit a single vowel, so they
are monosyllabic; in candy, there are two sonority peaks (two
vowels), so it is a disyllable. Sonority restrictions are specifically
phonological, as they constrain the structure of the syllable (i.e.,
meaningless phonological constituents) irrespective of the number
of morphemes—meaningful units. The word cans and candies, for
instance, comprise one vs. two syllables, respectively, even though
both forms are bimorphemic (a base and the plural suffix). The
existence of words like cans, with two morphemes, but a single
sonority peak, indicates that sonority selectively constrains syllable
structure—it is not necessarily relevant to morphemes.
Linguistic analysis suggests that this phonological design might
be shared across modalities. Like spoken language, signed
languages comprise patterns of meaningless syllables and they
require syllables to exhibit a single sonority peak [10–15]. But in
sign languages, these sonority peaks typically correspond to

Introduction
All spoken languages construct words from meaningless
elements [1]. The word elbow, for instance, comprises two
syllables—abstract meaningless units, whose internal structure is
systematically restricted. Indeed, English speakers, for instance,
accept syllables like blog, but they disallow lbog. Such observations
suggest people possess systematic knowledge concerning the
patterning of meaningless linguistic elements. Their knowledge is
called phonology.
Phonological restrictions have been documented in all spoken
languages, and some of these principles are arguably universal
[2,3]. But whether this design concerns speech [4,5], specifically,
or language, broadly [6], remains an open empirical question. To
address this issue, we turn to the structure of sign languages. We
reason that, if human brains share broad restrictions on language
structure, then the phonological systems of signed and spoken
languages will converge on their design. Distinct languages might
share phonological primitives and constraints that apply to both
speech and sign. Consequently, people should be able to extend
their phonological knowledge to a novel linguistic modality. In line
with this possibility, here, we show that fluent ASL signers impose
systematic restrictions on the structure of syllables in American
Sign Language (ASL), and these restrictions mirror the ones found
in spoken languages. We next demonstrate that similar biases
guide the behavior of English speakers who have had no previous
experience with a sign language, and they constrain their capacity
to extract ASL syllables. These results suggest that the design of
the phonological mind is partly amodal.
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We also manipulated the morphological structure of these novel
signs. Although nonce words (signed or spoken) lack meaning, they
can exhibit morphological structure. English speakers, for example, encode nonce words like blixes as bimorphemic, and subject
them to grammatical restrictions that specifically appeal to
morphological structure (e.g., the ban on regular plurals in
compounds, *blixes-eater) [58–60]. Indeed, morphemes are abstract
formal categories. While typical instances of a morpheme (e.g., dog,
the noun-base of dogs) correspond to form-meaning pairings (e.g.,
dog = /dog/-[CANINE]), morphemes are defined by formal
restrictions. Phonological co-occurrence restrictions offer one
criterion for the individuation of morphemes, and speakers
demonstrably extend such restrictions to novel words [61–64].
We likewise used phonological restrictions to define the morphological structure of novel signs. Specifically, ASL requires a
morpheme to exhibit a single group of active fingers (as well as
location)[12,13,65]. Accordingly, signs with two groups of active
fingers are invariably bimorphemic, whereas many signs with a
single group are monomorphemic—this association between
handshape and morphological structure is most clearly evident
in the structure of ASL compounds [65]. An inspection of Figure 1
indeed shows that the compounds MIND-FREEZE and OVERSLEEP each exhibits a change in handshape, whereas the
monomorphemic signs for MARRY and APPOINTMENT each
exhibits a single handshape. Our experiments thus used handshape complexity to manipulate morphological structure. Signs
with a single handshape were considered to be monomorphemic;
those with two handshapes were bimorphemic. Within each
morphological category, half of the items was monosyllabic (with
one movement) whereas the other half was disyllabic (with two
movements). As shown in Figure 2, monosyllabic and disyllabic
signs were closely matched for their handshape, orientation,
location and movement.
These materials were employed in two tasks. In the syllable
count task, participants were asked to judge the number of
syllables while ignoring the number of morphemes. The
morpheme task, in turn, required participants to determine the
number of morphemes while ignoring syllable structure. We
provided participants with a brief explanation of the distinction
between meaningless units (syllables) and meaningful ones
(morphemes) and practice using both existing ASL signs and
novel signs. However, participants received no explicit instruction
on the principles that define signed syllables and morphemes.
Experiment 1 presented these materials to a group of fluent ASL
signers; Experiments 2–4 gauged their identification by English
speakers who had no previous experience with a sign language.
If signers are sensitive to signed syllable structure, then syllable
count should depend on sonority peaks, such that signs with one
movement should be considered monosyllabic, and those with two
movements should be disyllabic. It is conceivable, however, that
signers might extract such units by relying on visual salience alone,
rather than linguistic principles that specifically link sonority/
energy peaks to syllables. The morpheme count task allows us to
test this possibility. Unlike syllables, morphemes in our materials
are defined by handshape, rather than by movement. If signers
segment signs based on visual salience, then they should invariably
rely on movement, irrespective of whether they count syllables or
morphemes. If, however, they extract phonological or phonetic
constituents that specifically link visual salience to syllables, then
the sensitivity to movement should be selective—it should obtain
only in syllable count. Accordingly, when asked to judge the
number of morphemes, signers should track the number of
handshapes, rather than movements. Moreover, when presented
with incongruent signs—signs in which the number of syllables is

movement—a peak of visual energy. Specifically, monosyllabic
signs must include one movement, whereas disyllabic signs include
two movements. Figure 1 illustrates this contrast for the ASL signs
MARRY (a monosyllable with a single movement) and APPOINTMENT (a disyllabic sign with two movements). As in
spoken languages, syllable structure in sign language is orthogonal
to morphological organization. MIND-FREEZE, for instance, has
a single movement, so it is monosyllabic, even though it comprises
two morphemes, whereas APPOINTMENT is a disyllabic sign
with two movements, but only one morpheme. Such observations
underscore the selective application of sonority restrictions to
syllables, not morphemes. This similarity in the organization of
signed and spoken phonological systems suggests that the syllable
might be an amodal phonological primitive, subject to a universal
restriction on sonority. While specific linguistic proposals disagree
on their detailed account of sonority in spoken [7,16–19] and
signed [14,15,20–26] languages, the broad requirement for a
syllable to exhibit a single peak of sonority/energy is uncontroversial.
Past experimental work in spoken languages provides ample
support for the representation of the syllable in both adults [27–
32] and young infants [33]. Furthermore, there is evidence that
people are sensitive to broad sonority restrictions, and they extend
this knowledge even to syllable types that are unattested in their
language [34–42]. For example, linguistic analysis[7,8] suggests
that syllables like bnif are preferred to lbif, as their sonority profile is
better formed. Remarkably, similar preferences have been
documented experimentally among speakers of various languages
(English [34,36–39,43,44], Spanish[40] and Korean[35]) despite
no experience with either type of syllable. Such observations
suggest that people encode broad phonological restrictions on the
syllable structure of spoken language. However, less is known on
the phonological organization of signs.
Previous research has shown that signers extract the phonological features of handshape, location and movement [45–50]. In
fact, the capacity to encode handshape feature categorically is even
present in four-month-old infants, irrespective of their exposure to
sign [51,52]. Signers are also sensitive to phonological wellformedness, as they are better able to detect a real sign embedded
in a nonsense-sign context when the context is phonotactically licit
[53]. These experimental results, however, do not establish
whether the phonological representation of signs encodes
syllable-structure, specifically. While signers can demonstrably
identify syllable-like chunks in natural [54] and backward signing
[55], and they can distinguish ‘‘one vs. two signs’’ in novel stimuli
[56], past research did not dissociate the role of syllables from
morphological constituents. Other findings, showing that signed
syllables lack perceptual peaks [57] would seem to challenge the
role of syllables altogether. Accordingly, there is currently no
experimental evidence that signers effectively distinguish between
syllables and morphemes. No prior experimental study has
examined whether nonsigners can use sonority peaks to extract
syllables from signs, and whether sonority principles constrain
their ability to learn the structure of signed phonological systems.
Our research examines these questions.
To determine whether signers and nonsigners are sensitive to
syllable structure, we presented participants with short videos
featuring novel ASL signs. These novel signs were organized in
quartets that cross the number of syllables (either one or two
syllables) with the number of morphemes (one or two morphemes).
Syllable structure was defined by the number of movements—
signs with one movement were considered monosyllabic; signs
with two movements were defined as disyllabic.
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Figure 1. Syllables and morphemes across modalities. Panel a illustrates the pattern of meaningful elements (morphemes) and meaningless
elements (syllables) in an English word. Panels b-c illustrate the manipulation of syllable and morpheme structure in English words (b) and ASL signs
(c). Note that one-syllable signs have a single movement, whereas two-syllable signs have two movements (marked by arrows). Morphemes, by
contrast, are defined by the number of handshapes. For example, the monomorphemic monosyllabic sign MARRY has a single group of active fingers
(the open hand with the thumb extended) whereas in the monosyllabic bimorphemic sign MIND-FREEZE there are two groups of active fingers, the
‘‘one’’ (an extended index finger) handshape changes to an open hand with the thumb extended.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060617.g001

incongruent with the number of morphemes (e.g., in analogy to
the English cans and candy)—signers should shift their response (one
vs. two units) depending on the task—syllable vs. morpheme
count.

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Finding that, like spoken syllables, signed syllables are defined
by sonority peaks could suggest that signed and spoken languages
share an amodal phonological constraint. We next asked whether
this principle is available to nonsigners, and whether it shapes their
capacity to learn phonological rules in a new modality. To test this
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Figure 2. The distinction between syllables and morphemes in the novel ASL stimlus items. Note that one-syllable signs have a single
movement, whereas two-syllable signs have two movements (marked by arrows). Morphemes, by contrast, are defined by the number of
handshapes. For example, the monomorphemic monosyllabic sign has one group of active fingers (the closed fist with the thumb positioned infront
of the fingers, the ‘‘S’’ handshape in ASL) whereas in the monosyllabic bimorphemic sign, there are two groups of active fingers - the ‘‘S’’ handshape
changes to an ‘‘F’’ handshape (the tip of the pointer finger touching the tip of the thumb to form a small circle with the other three fingers extended).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060617.g002

correctly associate movement with syllables, and learn to ignore it
in counting morphemes (in Experiment 3). However, they might
be unable to learn the reverse unnatural rule that requires them to
ignore movement in counting syllables (in Experiment 4).

possibility, Experiments 2–4 compare the identification of these
signs by three different groups of English speakers. Participants in
all three groups had no previous experience of ASL, and they were
provided with no feedback on their performance during the
experimental sessions. These three experiments differed, however,
with respect to the feedback provided to participants during the
practice phase, presented prior to the experimental trials.
Experiment 2 provided participants with no feedback at all,
whereas Experiment 3 & 4 provided feedback in the practice
session only (correct/incorrect messages). In Experiment 3, this
feedback enforced the natural restriction on the structure of ASL
syllables and morphemes, such that syllable structure was defined
by movement (one movement per syllable) whereas morpheme
structure was defined by handshape (one handshape per
morpheme). Experiment 4 reversed the feedback, such that
morpheme structure was defined by movement, whereas syllable
structure was defined by handshape—an unnatural correspondence that is unattested in any language.
If experience (specifically, performance feedback) is necessary
and sufficient to extract the restriction on syllable structure, then
participants should be equally amenable to associate syllables with
either movement or handshape, and their performance should
faithfully mirror the feedback presented to them. Thus, absent
feedback, in Experiment 2, people should show no preference to
identify syllables according to the number of movements. And to
the extent feedback is sufficient to induce syllable structure
restrictions, then a natural correspondence on syllable structure
(i.e., one movement per syllable) should be as easy to learn as an
unnatural restriction (i.e., one handshape per syllable). In contrast,
if the cross-linguistic preference to mark syllables by sonority/
energy peaks results from an amodal phonological restriction, then
nonsigners should spontaneously associate syllables with movement (in Experiment 2) and they should be primed to learn natural
restrictions on syllable structure. Accordingly, participants should
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Experiment 1: Deaf ASL Signers Selectively
Attend to Both Syllables and Morphemes
Results and discussion
To gauge the sensitivity of Deaf ASL signers to movement and
handshape, we first examine the effects of movement and
handshape on the syllable- and morpheme-count tasks, separately.
To determine whether signers selectively use movement to define
syllables, we next compared the two tasks in response to
incongruent items (e.g., signs analogous to the English candy, with
two syllables and one morpheme).
Syllable count. Figure 3 depicts the proportion of ‘‘one
syllable’’ responses in the syllable count task. An inspection of the
means suggests that ASL signers were sensitive to the number of
movements. Specifically, signs with one movement were more
likely to elicit a ‘‘one syllable’’ response, and this was so
irrespective of morphological structure (i.e., whether the sign
had one handshape or two). We further tested the reliability of
these observations using 2 syllable 62 morpheme ANOVAs using
both participants (F1) and items (F2) as random variables, with
syllable (one movement vs. two) and morpheme (one handshape
vs. two) as repeated measures (in this and all subsequent
experiments, data were arcsine transformed). To assure that these
results are not due to artifacts associated with binary data [66], we
also submitted response accuracy data to a mixed-effects logit
model, with syllable and morpheme, as fixed effects (sum-coded)
and participants and items as random effects; the results are
provided in Table 1.
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Figure 3. The proportion of ‘‘one’’ responses given by Deaf signers in Experiment 1 for the syllable count task (a), morpheme count
task(b), and the incongruent trials taken from both tasks (c). Error bars are confidence intervals, constructed for the difference between the
means.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060617.g003

items) relative to monosyllabic monomorphemic signs, and they
were also slightly more likely to give correct disyllabic responses to
disyllables that are morphologically complex relative to those that
are morphologically simple (this latter trend was only marginally
significant; p..12, p,.005, by participants and items, respectively). To use and English analogy, signers were less likely to correctly
classify cans as monosyllabic compared to the monomorphemic
can, and they were also slightly more likely to classify candies as
disyllabic compared to the monomorphemic candy. This effect
suggests that the handshape complexity (i.e., a sequence of two
phonologically distinct handshapes) of bimorphemic signs interfered with their identification as monopartite at the phonological
level. Nonetheless, Tukey HSD tests demonstrated that people

These analyses yielded significant main effects of syllable (F1(1,
14) = 59.42, MSE = .13, p,.0001; F2(1, 12) = 199.48, MSE = .02,
p,.0001), morpheme (F1(1, 14) = 41.56, MSE = .08, p,.0001;
F2(1, 12) = 72.58, MSE = .04, p,.0003) and a reliable syllable x
morpheme interaction (F1(1, 14) = 19.63, MSE = .05, p,.0006;
F2(1, 12) = 45.29, MSE = .01, p,.003).
The effect of syllable structure shows that signers were reliably
more likely to give a ‘‘one syllable’’ response to novel signs with
one movement relative to signs with two movements. Syllable
count, however, was modulated by the number of handshapes.
Tukey HSD tests showed that participants were reliably less likely
to give a correct ‘‘one syllable’’ response to monosyllabic signs that
were morphologically complex (p,.0002 by participants and
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Table 1. A Multilevel Logit analysis of Experiments 1–4.

Experiment

Condition

Fixed effects

b

SE

Z

p

Experiment 1

Syllable count

Syllable

1.84

0.1643

11.18

0.0001

Morpheme

1.35

0.1608

8.42

0.0001

Syllable x Morpheme

0.37

0.1586

2.33

.02

Morpheme count

Incongruent items

Experiment 2

Syllable count

Morpheme count

Incongruent items

Experiment 3

Syllable count

Morpheme count

Incongruent items

Experiment 4

Syllable count

Morpheme count

Incongruent items

Morpheme

1.89

0.1273

14.92

.001

Syllable

0.95

0.1208

7.89

.0001

Morpheme x Syllable

0.21

0.1202

1.72

0.09

Task

1.91

0.2516

7.60

.0001

Stimulus type

0.86

0.3378

2.56

0.02

Task x Stimulus type

22.95

0.3517

28.39

0.0001

Syllable

1.37

0.1494

9.18

0.0001

Morpheme

0.82

0.1474

5.55

0.0001

Syllable x Morpheme

0.00

0.1467

20.02

0.98

Morpheme

0.69

0.1054

6.55

0.0001

Syllable

0.91

0.1055

8.66

0.0001

Morpheme x Syllable

0.10

0.1052

0.95

0.34

Task

20.19

0.0776

22.41

0.02

Stimulus type

20.37

0.1473

22.53

0.02

Task x Stimulus type

20.13

0.0776

21.68

0.1

Syllable

1.64

0.1592

10.28

0.0001

Morpheme

0.82

0.1580

5.18

0.0001

Syllable x Morpheme

0.19

0.1577

1.19

.23

Morpheme

1.02

0.1183

8.65

0.0001

Syllable

0.87

0.1184

7.63

0.0001

Morpheme x Syllable

20.11

0.1178

20.90

.37

Task

20.23

0.0835

22.81

0.005

Stimulus type

20.32

0.1809

21.78

0.08

Task x Stimulus type

20.47

0.0835

-5.61

0.0001

Movement

1.10

0.1216

9.02

0.0001

Handshape

1.15

0.1217

9.42

0.0001

Movement x Handshape

20.17

0.1213

1.39

.16

Handshape

0.80

0.1234

6.48

0.0001

Movement

1.40

0.1241

11.31

0.0001

Handshape x Movement

20.08

0.1233

20.65

.5

Task

0.31

0.0774

4.03

0.0001

Stimulus type

20.29

0.1288

22.27

0.03

Task x Stimulus type

0.31

0.0774

4.03

0.0001

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060617.t001

These analyses show that signers were more likely to identify
signs with two handshapes as morphologically complex. Nonetheless, their morphological sensitivity was attenuated by conflicting
syllabic information, resulting in a reliable interaction. Tukey
HSD tests showed that correct monomorphemic responses were
more likely for monosyllables (e.g., the English can) compared to
disyllables (e.g., candy, p,.0003, by participant and items), and
they were also slightly more likely to identify candies as
bimorphemic (relative to cans), although this latter trend was not
reliable (p..14, p,.04, by participants and items, respectively).
This effect of syllable suggests that the movement complexity of
disyllabic signs interfered with their identification as monopartite
at the morphological level—a phenomenon analogous to the
interference of handshape complexity with syllable count. None-

were sensitive to the number of movements irrespective of
morphological complexity—for both monomorphemic (p,.0002
by participants and items) and bimorphemic items (p,.0007, by
participants and items).
Morpheme count. While syllable count was sensitive to the
number of movements, morpheme count tracked the number of
handshapes. The proportion of ‘‘one morpheme’’ responses is
presented in Figure 3. The 2 morpheme 62 syllable ANOVAs
yielded a reliable main effect of morpheme (F1(1, 14) = 52.57,
MSE = .22, p,.0001; F2(1, 12) = 227.45, MSE = .03, p,.001),
syllable (F1(1, 14) = 15.79, MSE = .11, p,.002; F2(1, 12) = 75.51,
MSE = .03, p,.0001) and a reliable morpheme x syllable
interaction (F1(1, 14) = 7.07, MSE = .05, p,.02; F2(1,
12) = 20.82, MSE = .02, p,.0007).
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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of categorization of incongruent items was far from perfect. This
finding is hardly surprising, as these stimuli present a tall order for
the evaluation of linguistic rules—not only do they test the
representation of productive rules, but they further gauge signers’
ability to selectively attend to the relevant linguistic dimension
(e.g., movement) in the face of conflicting information from the
other (e.g., handshape). Finding that signers reliably shifted their
responses to the same incongruent items depending on the task,
and that they selectively attended to movement for the purpose of
syllable count suggests that they encode two productive linguistic
principles. One rule selectively defines syllables (but not morphemes) by movement; another constrains morphemes to a single
contrastive handshape. While past research has shown that signers
rely on movement in segmentation [56], the present results
provide the first experimental demonstration that signers distinguish syllables and morpheme-like units, and they constrain their
structure by productive rules that apply to novel signs.

theless, people were sensitive to the number of handshapes of both
monosyllabic (p,.0002, by participants and items) and disyllabic
signs (p,.0002, by participants and items).
Responses to incongruent items. The results presented so
far suggest that syllable- and morpheme count are each
constrained by the variable of interest—movement vs. handshape
respectively. Each task, however, was also modulated by interference from the orthogonal dimension (e.g., responses to monosyllabic items were impaired by handshape complexity). Accordingly,
these data cannot establish which dimension was used to define
syllables—whether syllables were in fact defined by sonority peaks
(e.g., movements), or by the conjunction of movement and
handshape complexity. The comparison of responses in these two
tasks to incongruent signs directly addresses this issue (Figure 3).
Incongruent items (e.g., items analogous to cans, candy) exhibit a
mismatch between the number of syllables and the number of
morphemes, so their categorization dissociates these competing
dimensions. A monosyllabic response to cans-type items suggests
that syllables are defined by movement, whereas their categorization as bimorphemic would demonstrate that morphemes are
determined by handshape. If syllables are defined by movement,
then responses to incongruent items should shift depending on the
task (syllable vs. morpheme count). To the extent signers can
further selectively focus their attention on movement and ignore
conflicting handshape information, then syllable count should
exhibit a higher rate of monopartite responses to cans- relative to
candy-type items, whereas morpheme count should yield the
opposite pattern.
A separate 2 task (morpheme vs. syllable count) 62 stimulus
type (monomorphemic disyllables vs. bimorphemic monosyllables)
analyses of incongruent items indeed yielded a significant effect of
task (F1(1, 14) = 6.13, MSE = .03, p,.03; F2(1, 12) = 6.59,
MSE = .02, p,.03) and a marginally significant effect of stimulus
type (F1(1, 14) = 2.11, MSE = .15, p,.17; F2(1, 12) = 3.69,
MSE = .06, p,.08). Crucially the task x type interaction was
reliable (F1(1, 14) = 11.16, MSE = .20, p,.005; F2(1, 12) = 88.77,
MSE = .01, p,.0001).
Planned comparisons showed that participants were reliably
more likely to identify items like candy (monomorphemic disyllables) as monopartite in the morpheme count compared to the
syllable count task (t1(14) = 3.10, p,.008; t2(12) = 10.35,
p,.0001), whereas items like cans (monosyllabic bimorphemes)
exhibited an opposite (nonsignificant) pattern (t1(14) = 1.62,
p,.13; t2(12) = 5.34, p,.0002). Not only did signers shift their
responses across tasks but also they were able to selectively shift
their attention within each procedure. Specifically, signers were
reliably more likely to provide a monomorphemic response to
signs analogous to candy than to signs like cans (t1(14) = 3.23,
p,.007; t2(12) = 11.56, p,.0001), whereas the opposite (nonsignificant) pattern obtained in the syllable count, that is, a higher
monosyllabic response to cans than candy (t1(14) = 1.49, p,.16;
t2(12) = 4.13, p,.002). The rate of monosyllable responses
nonetheless differed from chance for candy-type items (M = .28,
t1(14) = 5.08, p,.0002; t2(12) = 23.59, p,.004; for cans-type
items: M = .43, t1(14),1; t2(12) = 2.26, p,.05), whereas morpheme-count responses exceeded chance for cans-type items
(M = .25, t1(14) = 24.28, p,.0008; t2(12) = 27.27, p,.0001;
for candy-like items: M = .62, t1(14) = 1.31, p,.22; t2(12) = 3.19,
p,.008).
The superior ability to count the number of constituents
(syllables and morphemes) in bipartite items might be due to the
fact that their monopartite counterparts are unmarked (i.e.,
unspecified) for the relevant linguistic structure (for related
experimental evidence, see [67]). Nonetheless, the overall level
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Experiment 2: Nonsigners Spontaneously Rely on
Movement in Segmenting Signs
Our findings that sonority peaks define syllables in ASL
converge with past experimental and linguistic results from spoken
language [7,8,16–19,34–42] and the linguistic evidence from sign
languages [14,15,20–26] to suggest that sonority constrains the
structure of the syllable across modalities. Why do different
languages converge on this restriction?
One possibility is that signed and spoken languages independently developed distinct restrictions on syllable structure. But on
an alternative account, the convergent design reflects a common
amodal phonological principle. The hallmark of an amodal
principle is that it is selective in its definition, but broad in its
application. The sonority restriction on syllable structure potentially meets both criteria. It is sufficiently narrow in its application
to syllables (but not to morphemes) to suggest a specific linguistic
rule (rather than a generic cognitive restriction), but its broad
application to speech and sign shows that the description of the
rule is sufficiently abstract to apply across modalities. To evaluate
this possibility, we next asked whether the restriction on syllable
structure of signed languages might be available to nonsigners who
have had no previous experience with a sign language.
Experiment 2 thus administers the syllable- and morphemecount tasks to English speakers. If participants know that all
syllables—signed and spoken—require sonority/energy peak, then
they might be inclined to favor movement (a peak of visual energy)
over handshape as a clue for defining syllable-like units.
Nonsigners, however, might be unable to identify ASL morphemes, as they lack evidence for the phonological restrictions on
morphological structure (one group of selected fingers per
morpheme). Since nonsigners can only extract syllable-like units,
they might invariably rely on movement, irrespective of whether
they are asked to count syllables or morphemes. Whether the
exclusive focus on movement is due to the visual salience of
movement or its linguistic role in defining syllabic units is a
question we address in subsequent experiments.

Results and discussion
An inspection of the means (see Figure 4) suggests that
nonsigners were sensitive to both movement and handshape
information. We first probe the effects of these two dimensions on
syllable- and morpheme-count. To examine whether nonsigners
specifically favored movement over handshape in defining
syllables, we next examine responses to incongruent items.
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Figure 4. The proportion of ‘‘one’’ responses given by nonsigners in Experiment 2 (without feedback) for the syllable count task(a),
morpheme count task (b), and the incongruent trials taken from both tasks (c). Error bars are confidence intervals, constructed for the
difference between the means.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060617.g004

Syllable count. A 2 syllable (one vs. two movements) 62
morpheme (one vs. two handshapes) analysis of the syllable task
yielded reliable main effects of both syllable (F1(1, 14) = 81.69,
MSE = .06, p,.001; F2(1, 12) = 87.79, MSE = .04, p,.0001) and
morpheme (F1(1, 14) = 53.11, MSE = .03, p,.0001; F2(1,
12) = 22.68, MSE = .06, p,.0006). The interaction was marginally
significant (F1(1, 14) = 6.39, MSE = .02, p,.03; F2(1, 12) = 1.17,
MSE = .06, p,.31). Tukey HSD tests confirmed that participants
were reliably more likely to identify novel signs with one
movement as monosyllabic, and this was the case regardless of
whether those signs were morphologically simple (p,.0002, by
participants and items) or complex (p,.004, by participants and
items).

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Morpheme count. Similar analyses on performance in the
morpheme count task yielded reliable main effects of morpheme
(F1(1, 14) = 16.93, MSE = .11, p,.0002; F2(1, 12) = 17.59,
MSE = .09, p,.0002) and syllable (F1(1, 14) = 29.04, MSE = .14,
p,.0001; F2(1, 12) = 182.93, MSE = .02, p,.0001). The interaction was only marginally significant (F1(1, 14) = 4.91, MSE = .023,
p,.05; F2(1, 12) = 1.86, MSE = .06, p,.20). Once again, participants were reliably more likely to identify signs with one
handshape as monomorphemic compared to signs with two
handshapes, and this was the case regardless of whether the sign
was monosyllabic (p,.003, Tukey HSD test, by participants and
items) or disyllabic (p,.06, Tukey HSD test, by participants and
items).
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Incongruent items. While these results demonstrate that
nonsigners can spontaneously track both movement and handshape, these observations do not determine the linguistic functions
of these dimensions. A selective reliance on movement as a cue for
syllables should result in a shift in responses to incongruent items
depending on the task—syllable vs. morpheme count. Unlike
signers, however, the responses of nonsigners to incongruent signs
were not modulated by the task (Figure 4).
The 2 task (morpheme vs. syllable count) 62 stimulus type
(monomorphemic disyllables vs. bimorphemic monosyllables)
ANOVAs did not yield a reliable interaction (F1(1, 14),1; F2(1,
12) = 1.27, MSE = .02, p,.29). However, the main effect of task
was significant (F1(1, 14) = 3.53, MSE = .09, p,.05; F2(1,
12) = 5.12, MSE = .02, p,.05). Moreover, nonsigners were
sensitive to the structure of these stimuli, as they were more likely
to yield a monopartite response to cans relative to candy-type items
(across tasks). The main effect of stimulus type was marginally
significant in the ANOVAs (F1(1, 14) = 5.15, MSE = .11, p,.04;
F2(1, 12) = 3.88, MSE = .12, p,.08), and it was fully reliable in the
logit model (see Table 1). Syllable-count responses reliably differed
from chance for candy- (M = .36, t1(14) = 22.53, p,.03;
t2(12) = 22.89, p,.02), but not for cans-type items (M = .55,
t1(14),1; t2(12) = 1).
Taken as a whole, the findings of Experiment 2 suggest that
nonsigners encode both movement and handshape, and when
provided with incongruent signs, nonsigners are biased to base
their syllable count on movement despite conflicting handshape
information. However, their reliance on movement was not
selective, as the classification of incongruent monosyllables and
disyllables did not change reliably as a function of the task—
morpheme vs. syllable count.
These findings are open to two distinct interpretations. One
possibility is that nonsigners fail to extract signed syllables—they
only encode visual units (i.e., the units used by the visual system to
encode its inputs, generally), not linguistic phonological constituents; the alternative is that they only extract syllabic units. Since
nonsigners lack knowledge of ASL morpheme structure constraints
(i.e., they have no evidence that ASL morphemes require one
handshape), the only unit available to them is the syllable, and
consequently, responses to incongruent items are invariably guided
by movement. This latter explanation assumes that nonsigners
possess an amodal restriction on syllable structure; the former
assumes that the restriction on syllable structure is modalityspecific. The following experiments attempt to adjudicate between
these possibilities.

While such brief feedback is clearly insufficient to extract the full
linguistic structure of signs, it might nonetheless allow nonsigners
to discover the phonological restriction on handshape, and use it to
extract morpheme-like units. Those units may not necessarily
correspond to morphemes (i.e., abstract categories of formmeaning pairings) and their extraction may not be fully reliable.
Our question here is whether nonsigners may nonetheless learn to
ignore movement in segmenting those units. That is, will
nonsigners now selectively rely on movement in defining syllables,
but not morphemes? Whether feedback itself is sufficient to
promote such learning is a question we leave for the next
experiment.

Results and discussion
The responses of nonsigners in the syllable- and morphemecount tasks are presented in Figure 5. An inspection of the means
suggests that nonsigners were sensitive to both movement and
handshape. However, responses to each of these dimensions (e.g.,
movement) were impaired by incongruency from the other
dimension (e.g., handshape). These conclusions are borne out by
the separate analyses of the two tasks.
Syllable count. A 2 syllable (one vs. two movements) 62
morpheme (one vs. two handshapes) ANOVA yielded significant
effects of syllable (F1(1, 14) = 118.93, MSE = .08, p,.0001; F2(1,
12) = 173.05, MSE = .04, p,.0001), morpheme (F1(1, 14) = 43.53,
MSE = .05, p,.0002; F2(1, 12) = 19.50, MSE = .08, p,.0009),
and their interaction (F1(1, 14) = 21.62, MSE = .04, p,.0004;
F2(1, 12) = 4.47, MSE = .08, p,.06). Tukey HSD tests confirmed
that nonsigners were reliably sensitive to the number of
movements for both monomorphemic (Tukey HSD tests:
p,.0003, by participants and items) and bimorphemic signs
(Tukey HSD tests: p,.0003, by participants and items).
Morpheme count. The 2 morpheme 62 syllable ANOVAs
on the morpheme count responses yielded significant main effects
of morpheme (F1(1, 14) = 34.71, MSE = .10, p,.0004; F2(1,
12) = 48.07, MSE = .06, p,.0001) and syllable (F1(1, 14) = 27.02,
MSE = .08, p,.0002; F2(1, 12) = 73.29, MSE = .02, p,.0001).
The interaction was not significant (both F,1).
Response to incongruent trials. The separate analyses of
the syllable- and morpheme count tasks confirm that nonsigners in
the present experiment extract both movement and handshape
information—results that are in line with the findings of
Experiment 2. Of primary interest is whether the brief feedback
provided to nonsigners in the practice session allowed them to
discover morpheme-like units (defined by handshape), and
distinguish them from syllables—units defined by movement. To
address this question, we now turn to the incongruent conditions.
An inspection of the means (Figure 5) suggests that people
shifted their response to incongruent stimuli depending on the
task. The 2 task (morpheme vs. syllable count) 62 stimulus type
(monomorphemic disyllables vs. bimorphemic monosyllables)
ANOVAs on incongruent trials yielded a reliable interaction
(F1(1, 14) = 16.47, MSE = .06, p,.002; F2(1, 12) = 38.97,
MSE = .02, p,.0001). The main effects of task (F1(1, 14) = 5.36,
MSE = .03, p,.04; F2(1, 12) = 3.38, MSE = .03, p,.10) and
stimulus type (F1(1, 14) = 2.29, MSE = .10, p,.16; F2(1,
12) = 2.21, MSE = .13, p,.17) were not significant
Planned contrasts demonstrated that participants were reliably
more likely to classify disyllabic-monomorphemic stimuli (e.g., the
equivalent of candy) as monopartite in the morpheme-count task
compared to the syllable count task (t1(14) = 4.24, p,.002;
t2(12) = 5.98, p,.001), whereas the reverse trend emerged for
monosyllabic-bimorphemic stimuli (isomorphic to cans,
t1(14) = 1.61, p,.13; t2(12) = 2.85, p,.02). Moreover, nonsigners

Experiment 3: Nonsigners Can Learn to Partly
Ignore Movement in Counting Morphemes
Why are nonsigners sensitive only to syllable-like units? Do they
extract linguistic constituents, defined by sonority/energy peaks,
or are they only guided by the overall visual salience of movement?
To dissociate between these explanations, Experiment 3 examines
whether nonsigners might learn to selectively apply this phonological condition to syllables, but ignore it in defining morphemes.
To this end, we repeated the design and procedure of Experiment
2, except that now, the practice session provided participants with
brief feedback on their performance, identical in its extent to the
feedback provided to signers in Experiment 1 (feedback on
accuracy in response to 8 practice trials with real signs and 8
practice trials with novel signs). Because the syllable structure
restriction implied by this feedback is attested in ASL and
practically every known sign language, we refer to it as a natural
phonological rule.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 5. The proprtion of ‘‘one’’ responses given by nonsigners in Experiment 3 (with feedback consistent with the natural
phonological association of syllables and movement) for the syllable count task (a), morpheme count task (b), and the incongruent
trials taken from both tasks (c). Error bars are confidence intervals, constructed for the difference between the means.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060617.g005

chance (for candy: M = .55, t1(14),1; t2(12) = 1.27, p,.23); for cans
M = .48, both t,1).

were able to track the number of both syllables and morphemes.
Accordingly, they were reliably more likely to give a monosyllabic
response to cans- than to candy-like stimuli (t1(14) = 4.63, p,.0001;
t2(12) = 7.16, p,.0001), and responses to candy-like stimuli were
further significantly different from chance (for candy: M = .27,
t1(14) = 24.90, p,0003; t2(12) = 23.87, p,.003; for cans:
M = .59, t1(14) = 2.03, p,.07; t2(12) = 1.40, p,.19). In contrast,
participants in the morpheme-count task gave a numerically
higher rate of monopartite response to candy than to cans, but this
trend was not significant (t1(14) = 1.47, p,.17; t2(12) = 1.67,
p,.13), and the classification of these stimuli did not differ from

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Experiment 4: Can Nonsigners Learn to Ignore
Movement in Counting Syllables?
The results presented so far suggest that signers and nonsigners
favor movement over handshape as a cue for syllable structure.
Absent any experience with signs, nonsigners in Experiment 2
spontaneously segmented signs by movement, and given minimal
evidence for the phonological restriction on morphemes (one
handshape per morpheme), nonsigners in Experiment 3 learned to
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Figure 6. The proportion of ‘‘one’’ responses given by nonsigners in Experiment 4 (with feedback suggesting an unnatural
phonological association of syllables and handshape) for the syllable count task (a), morpheme count task (b), and the incongruent
trials taken from both tasks (c). To clarify the effect of learning from feedback, we indicate the expected responses, color-coded by task.
Specifically, syllable count responses (in red) should depend on the number of handshapes; morpheme count (in blue) should depend on the number
of movements. Error bars are confidence intervals, constructed for the difference between the means.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060617.g006

To address this issue, we next examined whether people are
constrained with respect to their ability to learn from linguistic
experience with signs. We reasoned that if feedback is necessary
and sufficient to promote the induction of syllable structure, then
people’s capacity to learn the natural restriction on syllable
structure (one sonority peak per syllable)—a restriction active in
every natural language—should not differ from their capacity to
learn an unnatural restriction that is unattested in phonological
systems (one handshape per syllable). Conversely, if people are
inherently biased to define syllables by sonority/energy peaks, then

partly ignore movement in defining morpheme-like units. While
these morpheme-like units were not reliably identified nor did they
necessarily correspond to form-meaning pairings, they nonetheless
clearly differed from syllables. This divergence shows that
nonsigners can learn to selectively rely on movements in defining
syllables, in a manner comparable to fluent Deaf ASL signers.
Such selectivity, however, was only evident given relevant
experience with signs—either exposure to ASL (for signers) or
brief practice (for nonsigners). Accordingly, one wonders whether
experience might be also sufficient to explain these findings.

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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labic) did not differ in the two tasks (both t,1), whereas the tasks
did shift responses to candy-type items (disyllabic monomorphemic). Remarkably, participants were now more likely to identify
candy-type items as monopartite in the syllable- compared to the
morpheme-count task (t1(14) = 4.17, p,.002; t2(12) = 5.21,
p,.001). Morpheme-count responses to these incongruent items
were also reliably modulated by the number of movements
(t1(14) = 3.76, p,.003; t2(12) = 4.95, p,.001).
The shift in response to incongruent items demonstrates that
participants were able to learn from the reverse feedback provided
to them. While in Experiment 3, items like candy were more likely
to elicit monopartite responses in the morpheme-count relative to
the syllable-count task, here, this pattern was now reversed.
At first blush, this finding would appear to suggest that
participants learned to associate syllables with handshape. But a
closer inspection suggests that this interpretation is unlikely (to
clarify the role of feedback, Figure 6 indicates the response
expected by the feedback, color-coded for task). First, responses in
the syllable-count task were utterly unaffected by stimulus type—
monosyllabic responses were no more likely to signs with a single
handshape relative to those with two handshapes (both t,1). The
insensitivity of syllable count to the number of handshapes stands
in marked contrast to its systematic modulation by the number of
movements, documented in the three previous experiments.
Moreover, while participants reliably learned to classify candy-type
items (i.e., disyllabic monomorphemes) as phonologically monopartite (M = .67, t1(14) = 2.95, p,.02; t2(12) = 4.53, p,.0007),
they were utterly unable to classify signs like cans (monosyllabic
bimorphemes) as bipartite. In fact, participants systematically
classified such items as monopartite, and their tendency to do so
differed reliably from chance (M = 0.65, t1(14) = 2.78, p,.02;
t2(12) = 3.37, p,.006). This response is consistent with their
classification in all previous experiments, and inconsistent with the
feedback provided to them.
Participants’ failure to base their syllable-count on the number
of contrastive handshapes, and their persistent classification of
signs with two handshapes as monosyllabic shows that they were
unable to effectively learn an unnatural rule that links syllable to
handshape. Instead, participants seem to have acquired two
natural correspondences. Their systematic ‘‘monopartite’’ responses in the syllable count could reflect the encoding of prosodic
feet—a higher-level prosodic constituent. Since candy- and canstype items are both one-footed, they are invariably identified as
prosodically monopartite. In contrast, the sensitivity of morphemecount to the number of movements suggests the encoding of
syllable-like units. This could either occur because participants in
this condition effectively counted syllables (defined by movement),
rather than morphemes. Alternatively, they might have learned a
rule that defines morpheme-like units by the number of
movements. While morphological rules do not necessarily affect
the number of syllables, many morphological processes do so (e.g.,
the added morphemes in UNdo, DISlike, parkING), hence, the link
between morphemes and sonority/energy peaks is widely attested
(albeit not systematically required). Although the particular
strategies acquired by participants in this experiment are open
to multiple interpretations, it is clear that they did not define
syllable-like units by handshape.
Participants’ resistance to induce an unnatural rule that
associates syllables with contrastive handshape, coupled with their
spontaneous capacity to base syllable count on movement (in
Experiment 3) are both consistent with the possibility that
nonsigners impose restrictions on the sonority sequencing of
syllables, and these restrictions constrain their ability to learn from
experience.

they might fail to learn unnatural phonological restrictions on the
syllable.
To test this possibility, Experiment 4 administers the syllableand morpheme- count tasks to a new group of English speaking
participants. The materials, design and procedure are identical to
those used in our previous experiments, and as in Experiment 3,
we also provided participants with the opportunity to learn by
presenting them with feedback on their performance in the
practice session only (identical in its extent to the feedback
provided in Experiments 1–2). Critically, however, the feedback
was now reversed, such that syllable structure was paired with
handshape, whereas morpheme structure was linked to movement.
This change was implemented by reversing the feedback on
incongruent trials, such that signs with two movements and one
handshape (candy-type items) were classified as monosyllabic,
whereas those with two handshapes and one movement (cans-type
items) were presented as monomorphemic (the feedback on
congruent trials remained unchanged).
In view of people’s exquisite sensitivity to statistical structure, we
expect them to alter their responses in accord with the
contingencies presented to them. Consequently, performance in
the incongruent conditions should now reverse: participants
should be more likely to interpret candy-type items as having two
parts in the morpheme- compared to the syllable count task,
whereas the opposite should occur for cans-type items. Of interest
is what principle was induced by participants—whether they
learned to associate morpheme-like units with movement (a
restriction that is not universal, but certainly attested in many
languages), or whether they effectively learned to define syllables
by handshape—an unnatural phonological restriction.

Results and discussion
Syllable count. Figure 6 plots the syllable count responses as
a function of movement and handshape (because the feedback
given to participants defines syllable structure by handshape,
rather than movement, we now do not describe our independent
variables as ‘‘syllable’’ and ‘‘morpheme’’). An inspection of the
means suggests that, despite the reversal in feedback, participants
remained sensitive to the number of movements and handshapes.
Accordingly the 2 movement 62 handshape analyses on the
syllable count task yielded reliable main effects of movement (F1(1,
14) = 76.42, MSE = .05, p,.0001; F2(1, 12) = 78.02, MSE = .05,
p,.0001) and handshape (F1(1, 14) = 47.46, MSE = .09, p,.0001;
F2(1, 12) = 76.30, MSE = .05, p,.0001). The interaction was not
significant (F1(1, 14) = 2.14, MSE = .04, p,.17; F2(1, 12),1).
Morpheme count. Similar analyses performed on the
morpheme count task likewise yielded reliable effects of handshape
(F1(1, 14) = 32.21, MSE = .07, p,.0001; F2(1, 12) = 21.26,
MSE = .07, p,.0006) and movement (F1(1, 14) = 75.37,
MSE = .10, p,.0001; F2(1, 12) = 170.50, MSE = .03, p,.0001).
The interaction was not significant (F1(1, 14) = 2.37, MSE = .04,
p,.15; F2(1, 12),1).
Responses to incongruent items. The results reported so
far suggest that nonsigners were able to track both the number of
movements and handshapes. Our main interest, however, is
whether they learned to shift their reliance on these dimensions as
cues for syllable vs. morpheme structure given the feedback they
were provided. The analysis of the incongruent conditions (see
Figure 6) appears to support for this possibility.
The 2 task (syllable vs. morpheme) 62 stimulus type (monomorphemic disyllables vs. bimorphemic monosyllables) ANOVAs
yielded a reliable interaction (F1(1, 14) = 8.13, MSE = .06, p,.02;
F2(1, 12) = 14.67, MSE = .03, p,.003). Planned comparisons
showed that responses to cans-type items (bimorphemic monosylPLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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The documentation of amodal phonological principles is
somewhat unexpected given the intimate link between the
structure of the phonological system and its phonetic channel
[68]. Our findings do not undermine this fact. While labial
consonants only emerge in oral languages and handshape is the
exclusive property of manual systems, some broader aspects of
design are shared. The existence of such shared amodal linguistic
restrictions also does not negate the undeniable role of linguistic
experience in the identification of signs. For example, four month
old infants are sensitive to the phonetic handshape categories of
ASL irrespective of linguistic experience [51,52], but at fourteen
months of age, this distinction is maintained only in signing infants
[52], but not in nonsigning infants [51] and adults [48]. The
presence of shared biases is not inconsistent with these facts.
Amodal linguistic restrictions are not expected to render the
structure of sign languages patent to nonsigners. Rather, they
might constrain the range of linguistic representations computed
by people to signs. They may also help explain the widespread
cross-linguistic tendency to favor sonorous elements (e.g., vowel,
movement) as cues for syllable structure.
Our findings leave several open questions. While the results
suggest that signers and nonsigners distinguish syllable- from
morpheme-like units, our present findings do not allow us to
determine the precise nature of those linguistic constituents.
Because ASL morphemes are subject to a phonological cooccurrence restriction, participants (signers and nonsigners) could
have well represented morpheme-like units without specifically
encoding them as form-meaning pairings. Similar questions apply
to the representations of syllables, as it is unclear from these
findings whether the units extracted by participants are phonological syllables constrained by sonority, or phonetic syllable-like
units that require a peak of phonetic energy. Either way, it is
evident that, across modalities, syllable-like (but not morphemelike) units require a single sonority/energy peak.
Our findings also do not speak to the crucial question of
whether the principles that define these units are experiencedependent. It is in fact conceivable that English speakers might
have modeled the restrictions on signed syllables from their
experience with their language. While it is unlikely that
participants relied on conscious analogical reasoning, as our
subsequent studies found that people have great difficulties to
deliberately analogize the structure of signs to English examples
(e.g., ‘‘what complex sign relates to its base as kidney to kid’’), it is
quite possible that participants in the present experiments relied
on implicit knowledge of English phonology. Nonetheless, speakers
have been shown to apply broad sonority restrictions on structures
that are unattested in their language [34–44]. Moreover, sign
languages, complete with both phonological and morphological
patterns, emerge de novo in the human species [69–76]. Signed and
spoken languages likewise share common developmental precursors [77] and brain mechanisms [78–86], and at least one of these
mechanisms—the capacity to encode phonetic contrasts categorically—is present in all human infants [51,52]. Our present
conclusions converge with those past results to suggest that the
design of the phonological system might be biologically determined by principles that are partly amodal [87].

General Discussion
The present research investigated whether signed and spoken
languages share common amodal restrictions on syllable structure.
Across languages, syllables require a single sonority peak whereas
morphemes are not so constrained. Here, we asked whether this
amodal principle forms part of the linguistic competence of signers
and nonsigners. Experiment 1 showed that signers distinguish
syllables from morphemes in novel signs. These results demonstrate that signers encode a productive linguistic restriction on
syllable structure, distinct from the restriction on morphemes. We
next asked whether similar preferences are available to nonsigners
who lack any previous experience with a sign language.
Experiment 2 showed that, absent any feedback, nonsigners can
spontaneously track both movement and handshape information,
but they favor movement over handshape as a cue for the
segmentation of incongruent signs. Nonsigners, however, were
unable to extract ASL morphemes, so it was impossible to
determine whether their reliance on movement is due to a
linguistic bias to define syllables by movements or a purely visual
preference. To adjudicate between these possibilities, Experiment
3–4 examined the propensity of nonsigners to learn phonological
restrictions on syllable structure.
Given minimal implicit feedback, nonsigners in Experiment 3
were able to rapidly learn a natural phonological rule that links
syllables to movement, and they were also now able to partly
ignore movement in defining morpheme-like units. But remarkably, nonsigners were unable to learn to ignore movement in
defining syllables (in Experiment 4). This was not due to an acrossthe-board failure to learn, as participants in this experiment
markedly altered their morpheme count in response to feedback.
Nonsigners’ failure to learn the syllable-handshape link is also not
due to a general insensitivity to handshape, as this factor reliably
modulated their performance in all three experiments. Finally,
nonsigners’ inability to link syllables and handshape is not due
their overall inability to ignore incongruent movement information, as they were at least partly able to do so in Experiment 3. We
thus conclude that nonsigners were biased to associate signed
syllables with movement. This result converges with past findings
to suggest that signed [14,15,20–26] and spoken [7,8,16,18,19,34–
42] languages are constrained by a common restriction that
requires a syllable to exhibit a single sonority/energy peak.
What is the reason for this convergence? Finding that distinct
naturally occurring systems share structural properties does not, in
and of itself, demonstrate that the shared feature is amodal. For
example, sign languages, music and the visual system all have the
capacity to encode hierarchical structure, but this convergence
could reflect a generic computational mechanism that is independently deployed in different areas. Truly amodal principles, in
contrast, are ones that are both narrowly defined, and consequently, likely to rely on domain-specific knowledge, but their
description is sufficiently abstract to apply broadly, across
modalities. The sonority restriction on syllable structure arguably
meets both conditions. The requirement for a sonority/energy
peak is selectively applied to constrain the structure of the syllable
(but not the morpheme), and our experimental findings show that
people enforce this restriction in a specific, targeted manner.
Nonetheless, knowledge of this restriction in one linguistic
modality (spoken languages) spontaneously extends to another
(sign). We thus conclude that the association of signed syllables
with movement presents an amodal linguistic preference. Moreover, this principle is available to signers and nonsigners alike,
irrespective of their experience with sign languages.

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Methods
Participants
Four groups of adult participants (N = 15 per group) took part in
Experiments 1–4, respectively. Participants in Experiment 1 were
Deaf individuals who were fluent in American Sign Language
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body). Similarly, within each such quartet, monomorphemic and
bimorphemic signs were matched for location and handshape, and
contrasted by handshape configuration (monomorphemes had one
group of active fingers; bimorphemes had two groups). The
experimental materials consisted of 13 quartets of novel signs (see
Table S1 in Supporting Information S1). Two additional quartets
were included in the experiment, but they were removed from all
analyses because they did not exhibit the intended number of
movements and handshapes. The matching of these monosyllabic
and disyllabic items for handshape, movement, location and palm
orientation is described in Table S2 in Supporting Information S1.
These materials were submitted to two tasks, administered in
separate blocks of trial. Participants were first instructed to count
the number of syllables in these items, next they were asked to
count the number of morphemes. Prior to their participation in
the experiment with novel signs, participants took part in two
additional blocks of trials, identical in design to the ones with novel
trials, except that those blocks featured existing ASL signs (60 trials
per block). The syllable count of novel signs was preceded by
counting syllables in existing ASL signs. Likewise, morpheme
count of novel signs was preceded by morpheme count of existing
ASL signs. Because responses to existing signs might be based on
the familiarity of Deaf participants with these particular items,
they do not necessarily reflect productive linguistic principles—the
main focus of our present research. For the sake of brevity, we do
not report these findings here. However, the results with existing
signs and novel signs were similar.
All participants were provided with detailed instructions
followed by practice. The block trials of ASL signs was preceded
by practice with 8 ASL signs, whereas the subsequent block of
novel signs was preceded by practice with 8 novel signs. Like the
experimental trials, the practice list comprised equal combinations
of 2 syllables (one vs. two) 62 morphemes (one vs. two). The
structure of practice items (ASL signs and novel signs) is provided
in Tables S4 and S5 in Supporting Information S1, respectively.
Nonsigner participants were given the same blocks of sign-trials as
the signers (practice and experimental sessions with both ASL
signs and novel signs), but prior to the presentation of signs, they
were given brief practice with English stimuli. Specifically,
nonsigners were first given practice with 8 English words, followed
by the block of existing ASL signs (first practice, then the
experimental trials). Likewise, the subsequent block of trials with
nonwords first presented practice with 8 English nonwords,
followed by the block of novel ASL signs (first practice, and then
the experimental trials). None of the experimental trials with novel
ASL appeared in the practice session. Likewise, most of the real
ASL signs presented in the experimental session did not overlap
with the practice items (the only exception was the sign for WIFE,
which was repeated in both sessions).
All stimuli consisted of video recordings of a female, native signer
of ASL. The duration of the four types of signs is provided in Table
S3 in Supporting Information S1. All stimuli were inspected by a
linguist who is fluent in ASL (DB) to assure that the number of
syllables and morphemes in these signs is as intended, and that
those novels signs are phonotactically well-formed. Examples of
novel signs can be found on http://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list = PLBamIsRMHpt3cFJ_XDH78jEdwkZEVXWDy

(ASL). Experiments 2–4 employed three groups of nonsigners who
were English speakers and were not fluent in any sign language.
Deaf signer participants were from the greater Boston area. All
were deaf adults who considered ASL to be their primary
language, and all were well integrated into the Deaf community.
Most (14/15) Deaf participants acquired a sign language before
the age of five, and one learned it at the age of eight. Eleven
participants first acquired ASL, one participant acquired Mexican
Sign Language, and three acquired Signed Exact English (a sign
language that is a hybrid of ASL signs and English syntax).
Participants were paid $20 for their participation.
The three Nonsigner groups were hearing individuals, students
at Northeastern University. They took part in this experiment in
partial fulfillment of course credit. Participants were questioned on
their command of sign languages, and none has reported any
fluency. Two participants (in Experiment 4) reported knowledge of
a single sign, and three reported knowledge of the ASL alphabet
(one in Experiment 3 and two in Experiment 4). One additional
participant who reported taking an ASL college course was
excluded from Experiment 2, and replaced by another hearing
person who did not have any knowledge of a sign language.
Participants in Experiments 1–4 were presented with the same
materials and procedures—the experiments only differed in the
feedback provided to participants in the practice session (no group
received any feedback during the experimental session). Experiments 1 & 3 provided Deaf and English speaking (nonsigner)
participants with feedback on their accuracy concerning syllableand morpheme count, such that syllable- and morpheme count are
determined by the number of movements and handshapes,
respectively; Experiment 2 provided no feedback to participants
(nonsigners), whereas in Experiment 4 provided reverse feedback,
pairing syllables with handshape, and morphemes with movement.
This study was approved by the IRB at Northeastern
University. Written informed consent was obtained from all
participants.

Materials
The materials were short video clips featuring novel ASL signs.
All signs were phonotactically legal, but they did not correspond to
any existing ASL signs. These signs were comprised of four types,
generated by crossing the number of syllables (one vs. two) and
morphemes (one vs. two).
Syllable structure was manipulated by varying the number of
movements (one vs. two movements), whereas morpheme
structure was defined by the number of handshapes (one vs. two
handshapes)—an association that is clearly evident in the structure
of ASL compounds. We chose to model the morphological
structure of our materials after the structure of ASL compounds
because its linear morphological organization mirrors the linear
organization of syllables. It should be noted, however, that the
morphological structure of ASL is of often multi-linear (or
nonconcatenative)[12,13], and it can be further realized by
movement and location [11,88–92]. Likewise, syllable structure
has been associated with changes in handshape aperture (closed
,-. open) or changes in the orientation of the wrist, which are
also a type of movement. Our hypothesis does not state that
syllables are only linked to path movement, but our stimulus items
were constructed using only path movement for simplicity.
In as much as possible, monosyllabic and disyllabic signs were
matched for handshape and location and contrasted by the
number of movements (In some cases there was an additional
transitional phonetic movement. For example, a movement away
from one shoulder followed by a movement from the other
shoulder has a transitional movement to move the hand across the
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Instructions
Prior to the experiment, participants were presented with
instructions, designed to explain the experimental task and clarify
the terms ‘‘syllable’’ and ‘‘morpheme’’ for both the Deaf signers
and the Nonsigner participants. The instructions for the Deaf
signers were presented in ASL. They were videotaped, and
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produced by the same native signer who also generated the
experimental materials. Nonsigner participants were read an
English version of the same instructions. The ASL instructions
were inspected for clarity and naturalness by a linguist who is
fluent in ASL (DB).
Instructions syllable count. The instructions for the syllablecount task first explained that ASL signs comprise meaningless
parts—either one such part or two. Participants were provided with
examples of existing ASL signs that are either monosyllabic or
disyllabic. They were informed that these signs might also comprise
meaningful units, but they were asked to ignore those meaningful
units for the purpose of this experiment, and only focus on
meaningless parts. Participants were then given practice on the
syllable count task with ASL signs. The main experiment with novel
signs followed. Participants were told that the task remains the same,
except that ‘‘the signs you will see now are new—they do not actually
exist in American Sign Language, but we think they are possible
signs’’. They were next provided eight practice trials with novel ASL
signs, followed by the experimental session. The video recordings of
the ASL instructions are provided in http://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list = PLBamIsRMHpt04Lcnq42sZ862ejf1Dzt1Q;
and
their translation back into English is given in Appendix S1 in
Supporting Information S1.
Instructions for the Nonsigners were similar, except that
participants were also given examples of ‘‘meaningless’’ vs.
‘‘meaningful’’ chunks in English words (e.g., ‘‘sport’’ has one
chunk whereas ‘‘support’’ has two; ‘‘sports’’ has two pieces of
meaning—the ‘‘sport’’ part and the plural part ‘‘-s’’. Likewise,
‘‘supports’’ includes the base ‘‘support’’ and a plural ‘‘-s’’). The full
instructions for English speaking participants are presented in
Appendix S2 in Supporting Information S1.
All participants were asked to base their response on the way the
sign is produced in the video, and watch the video carefully. They
were told to press the ‘‘1 key’’ if the signs have one chunk, and
press ‘‘the 2 key’’ for signs with two chunks. After the instructions,
participants were presented with a short practice with eight
existing signs, and invited to ask questions. Participants were
advised to ‘‘respond as fast and accurately as you can—don’t try to
over-analyze; just go with your gut feeling’’.
Instructions for morpheme count. The instructions for the
morpheme count task were similar to the syllable count task,
except that people were now asked to determine whether this word
has one piece of meaning or two. They were informed that the
signs might also contain meaningless parts and advised to ignore
this fact and focus only on meaningful pieces. Note that, in all
conditions, participants were only informed of the distinction
between meaningful and meaningless chunks—they were never
provided any explicit information on how this distinction is
implemented in ASL (i.e., by the number of movements or
handshapes). All participants were asked to respond as fast and
accurately as they could ‘‘don’t try to over-analyze; just go with
your gut feeling’’.

triggered the next trial. Participants were tested either individually,
or in small groups of up to four participants.
Prior to the experimental trials, all participants were given
practice with ASL signs, and Nonsigners also received practice
with English stimuli.
During practice, Signers in Experiment 1 and Nonsigner
participants in Experiments 3–4 were presented with feedback
on their accuracy with ASL signs. In Experiments 1 and 3, correct
syllable count responses were determined by the number of
movements (one movement per syllable) whereas correct morpheme count responses were determined by the number of
handshapes (one handshape per morpheme). In Experiment 4,
feedback enforced the reverse correspondence. Thus, correct
syllable count was determined by the number of handshapes (one
handshape per syllable), whereas correct morpheme count was
determined by the number of movements (one movement per
morpheme).
When feedback was provided (i.e., in the practice sessions of
Experiments 1, 3 & 4), correct responses triggered the message
‘‘correct’’. Incorrect feedback messages that pointed out the
different chunks/meaningful parts in the stimulus. To use an
English example, an incorrect ‘‘one chunk’’ response to the word
‘‘blackboard’’ would trigger the message ‘‘Sorry, The word
"blackboard" has 2 chunk(s): black – board. Press space bar to
try again. ‘‘, followed by another presentation of the same sign.
Thus, feedback messages clarified the segmentation of the sign, but
they did not explain how segments are defined (i.e., by the
movement/handshape of ASL signs). Nonsigner participants in
Experiments 3–4 also received similar feedback on their practice
with English words and nonwords, but here, the feedback was
always consistent with the structure of English syllables and
morphemes. No group received feedback during the experimental
session.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information S1 Supporting tables and appendices. Table S1. The structure of the novel ASL signs used
in Experiments 1–4. Table S2. The matching of monosyllabic
and disyllabic novel ASL signs for the handshape, location, palm
orientation and movement. Table S3. The duration (in seconds)
of the novel ASL signs in Experiments 1–4. Table S4. The
existing ASL signs employed in the practice session. Table S5.
The novel ASL signs employed in the practice session. Appendix
S1. The instructions presented to ASL signers in Experiment 1
(translated back into English). Appendix S2. The instructions
presented to English speakers.
(PDF)
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